
For decades, the humble IV pole has been an essential but 
often overlooked item in healthcare settings. However, we 
have developed this simple yet necessary piece of equipment 

to a new level based on feedback from healthcare professionals. 
Through innovative design and superior materials, we’ve 
produced an IV pole that eliminates the common problem areas 
associated with traditional IV poles/Dripstands, setting a new 
industry standard.

One of the key features of our IV pole is its construction using 304 
Stainless Steel.  A durable and easy-to-clean material known for 
its corrosion resistance. Unlike traditional IV poles with painted 
mild steel areas that are prone to chipping, scratching, and 
rusting, the RMA IV pole is built to last. 

There are various hook configurations available.  Healthcare 
facilities can choose the IV pole that best meets their specific 
needs.  Our IV poles are also available with a passivated electro-
polished surface that inhibits bacterial growth, ensuring a hygienic 
environment for patients and staff.

We are so confident in the quality of our IV poles that we can offer 
an industry-leading 10-year frame warranty, a testament to our 
commitment to excellence and customer satisfaction.

In conclusion, our new and improved IV pole is a game-changer 
in healthcare equipment.  With its innovative design, superior 
materials and unmatched durability, we have raised the bar for IV 
poles in the industry.
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Another significant improvement in the RMA IV pole 
design is the use of solid machined bushes for castors 
fixing eliminating the need for threaded inserts that 
can become loose and unserviceable over time. The 
new RMA IV Pole is also fitted with two anti-static rust 
resistant 75mm castors.

Above: Example of damaged, inferior threaded 
inserts and rust tarnished castor forks. 

RMA IV poles are designed with 
efficiency in mind. The unique nesting 
registered design allows IV poles to 
be stored together, saving valuable 
storage space and decluttering wards 
and storage areas. 

Space Saving Design

Base at Widest Point 52cm
IV Pole Height Adjustment
(Floor to Top)

158 - 200cm

Top of Base to Floor 12cm
Overall Weight 7.5kg
Tube Diameter 25.4mm
Total Weight Capacity 8kg
Weight Capacity
(Per Hook)

2kgs

Twin Wheel Castors 75mm

Dimensions


